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Growth of regulators in
finite abelian coverings

THANG T Q LÊ

We show that the regulator, which is the difference between the homology torsion and
the combinatorial Ray–Singer torsion, of finite abelian coverings of a fixed complex
has sub-exponential growth rate.

54H20; 57Q10, 37B50, 37B10

1 Introduction

1.1 Based free complex over group ring and its quotients

Suppose � is a finitely presented group and ZŒ�� is the group ring of � over the ring
Z of integers.

Let C be a finitely generated based free ZŒ��–complex

0! Cm
@m
�! Cm�1

@m�1
�! Cm�2 �! � � �

@2
�! C1

@1
�! C0! 0:

Here “based free” means each Ck is a free ZŒ��–module equipped with a preferred
base.

For a normal subgroup � C � let C� WD ZŒ�=��˝ZŒ�� C . Assume that the index
Œ� W �� is finite. Then C� is a finitely generated based free Z–complex, where the
preferred base of ZŒ�=��˝ZŒ�� Ck is defined using the one of Ck in a natural way.

A prototypical case is the following. Suppose zX ! X is a regular covering with
� the group of deck transformations and X a finite CW–complex. Choose a lift in
zX of each cell of X . Then the CW–complex C of zX induced from that of X is a

finitely generated based free ZŒ��–complex. For a normal subgroup � C � , C� is the
CW–complex of the covering X� , corresponding to the group � , and Hk.C�/ is the
k th homology of the covering X� . Usually, interesting invariants do not depend on the
choice of the lifts of cells of X .
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1.2 Two torsions

We can define two torsions of the quotient complex C� , the homology torsion �H .C�/
and the combinatorial Ray–Singer torsion �RS .C�/, as follows. The homology torsion
is

�H .C�/ WD
�Y

k

�

jtorZ.Hk.C�//j
��1

2RC;

where torZ.M / is the Z–torsion part of the finitely generated abelian group M , andQ�
k ak is the alternating productY

k

�

ak D

Y
k

a
.�1/k

k
:

The Ray–Singer torsion of C� is

�RS .C�/D
Y
k

�

det0.@k/ 2RC

where det0 is the geometric determinant of linear maps between based Hermitian spaces.
We recall the definition of det0 in Section 2.

1.3 Comparison: general question

We want to compare the asymptotics of the two torsions as � becomes “thinner and
thinner in � ”, so that �=� approximates � in the following sense. A finite set S of
generators of � defines a word length function lS (and hence a metric) on � . Define

h�i WDminflS .x/ j x 2 � n fegg:

Here e is the unit of � . In all that follows, statements do not depend on the choice of
the generator set S , since the metrics of two different generator sets are quasi-isometric.

We are interested in the following question: Suppose C is L2 –acyclic (see eg Lück
[12]). Under what conditions does it hold that

(1) lim
h�i!1;
j�W�j<1

ln.�H .C�//� ln.�RS .C�//
j� W �j

D 0 ?

The motivation of this question comes from the question [12]: can one approximate
L2 –torsions by finite-dimensional analogs? In some favorable conditions, one expects
that the growth rate of each of �H and �RS is the L2 –torsion, hence they must be the
same.
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Remark 1.1 (a) If f�n; n D 1; 2; : : : g is a sequence of exhausting nested normal
subgroups of � , ie, �nC1 � �n and

T
n�n D feg, then limn!1h�ni D1. The limit

in (1) is more general (stronger) than the limit of an exhausting nested sequence, as we
do not have the “nested” property.

(b) There exists a sequence �n C � such that limn!1h�ni D1 if and only if � is
residually finite. Hence, the left hand side of (1) makes sense only when � is residually
finite.

(c) Define tr�.x/D ıx;e for x 2 � . This functional trace is the base for the definition
of many combinatorial L2 –invariants. For a fixed x 2 � , we have

(2) lim
h�i!1

tr�=�.x/D tr�.x/:

This is the reason why one expects that as h�i !1, many L2 –invariants (under some
technical conditions) can be approximated by the corresponding invariants of �=� .

1.4 Main results

The main result of the paper treats the case � D Zn .

Theorem 1 Suppose C is an L2 –acyclic finitely generated based free CŒZn�–complex.
Then (1), with � D Zn , holds true.

We will not give the definition of L2 –acyclicity. Instead, for � D Zn , we will use an
equivalent definition (Elek [4], Lück [12]): the L.2/ homology H

.2/

k
.C/ vanishes if

and only if Hk.C˝ZŒZn� F /D 0. Here F is the fractional field of the commutative
domain ZŒZn�.

Remark 1.2 (a) Our result does not imply that

lim
h�i!1;
j�W�j<1

ln.�H .C�//
j� W �j

D lim
h�i!1;
j�W�j<1

ln.�RS .C�//
j� W �j

;

as we cannot prove the existence of each of the limits. For � D Z, it was known
that both limits exist and are equal to the L2 –torsion of C ; see González-Acuña and
Short [6], Riley [17], and Lück [12]. Even for the case where � D Z2 and C is a
2–term complex 0! C1! C0! 0 (so that only H0.C/ is non-trivial), there is still
no proof of the conjecture that the L2 –torsion is equal to either of the above limits.
For results and discussions of this and related conjectures, see Lück [12; 11], Bergeron
and Venkatesh [1], Lê [10; 9], Friedl and Jackson [5], and Silver and Williams [20].
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(b) It should be noted that the exact calculation of the torsion part of the homology of
finite coverings, even in the abelian case, is very difficult; see Hillman and Sakuma [7],
Mayberry and Murasugi [13], and Porti [15] for some partial results.

1.5 Refinement

Suppose � is residually finite and the L2 –homology H
.2/

k
.C/D 0 for some k . For

any normal subgroup � C � of finite index, the homology group Hk.C�/ is a finitely
generated abelian group. Because H

.2/

k
.C/ D 0 one should expect that Hk.C�/ is

negligible. In fact, a theorem of Lück [11] (and Kazhdan for this case) says that

lim
h�i!1;
j�W�j<1

rkZ Hk.C�/
j� W �j

D 0:

This means the free part Hk.C�/free of Hk.C�/ is small compared to the index. There
is another measure of the free part Hk.C�/free , denoted by Rk.C�/ and called the
regulator, or volume; see [1] and Section 3. Another expression of the fact that
Hk.C�/free is small compared to the index is expressed in the following statement,
which complements the result of Kazhdan and Lück.

Theorem 2 Suppose C is a finitely generated based free ZŒ��–complex with � D Zn

and H
.2/

k
.C/D 0 for some index k . Then

(3) lim
h�i!1;
j�W�j<1

ln vol.Hk.C�/free/

j� W �j
D 0:

Remark 1.3 The question (and some form of the conjecture) about the growth rate of
regulators was first raised in [1], where, among other things, a special case of Theorem 2
was established: It was proved that if � D Zn and � runs the set of sublattices of
the form kZn , then (3) holds. The proof there can be modified to include the case
when � runs the set of uniform sublattices, as defined in [16]. Our result removes any
restriction on � .

1.6 On the proofs

For the proofs we use tools in commutative algebra and algebraic geometry. In particular,
we make essential use of the theory of torsion points in Q–algebraic set (a simple
version of the Manin–Mumford principle). We hope that the methods and results can
be adapted to the case of elementary amenable groups.
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1.7 Organization of the paper

In Section 2 we recall the notions of geometric determinant and volume. We discuss
the relation between homology and Ray–Singer torsions in Section 3. An overview of
the theory of torsion points in algebraic set is given in Section 4. Section 5 contains a
crucial growth estimate which is needed in the proofs of the main theorems, given in
Section 6.

2 Geometric determinant, lattices and volume in based Her-
mitian spaces

In this section we recall the definition of geometric determinant and basic facts about
volumes of lattices in based Hermitian spaces.

2.1 Geometric determinant

For a linear map f W V1! V2 , where each Vi is a finite-dimensional Hermitian space,
the geometric determinant det0.f / is the product of all non-zero singular values of f .
Recall that x 2 R is singular value of f if x � 0 and x2 is an eigenvalue of f �f .
By convention, det0.f /D 1 if f is the 0 map. Thus we always have det0.f / > 0.

Since the maximal singular value of f is the norm kf k, we have

(4) det0.f /� kf kdim V2 if f is non-zero.

Remark 2.1 The geometric meaning of det0f is the following. The map f restricts
to a linear isomorphism f 0 from Im.f �/ to Im.f /; each is a Hermitian space. Then
det0 f D j det.f 0/j, where the ordinary determinant det.f 0/ is calculated using or-
thonormal bases of the Hermitian spaces.

2.2 Based Hermitian space and volume

Suppose W is a finite-dimensional based Hermitian space, ie, a C–vector space
equipped with an Hermitian product . � ; � / and a preferred orthonormal basis. The
Z–submodule ��W spanned by the basis is called the fundamental lattice.

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 13 (2013)
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For a Z–submodule (also called a lattice) ƒ�W with Z–basis v1; : : : ; vl , define

vol.ƒ/D
ˇ̌
det
�
.vi ; vj /

l
i;jD1

�ˇ̌1=2
:

By convention, the volume of the 0 space is 1. If ƒ��, we say that ƒ is an integral
lattice. It is clear that vol.ƒ/� 1 if ƒ is an integral lattice.

For a C–subspace V �W , the lattice V .Z/ WD V \� is called the Z–support of V .
We define

vol.V / WD vol.V .Z//:

A lattice ƒ�� is primitive if is cut out from � by some subspace, ie, ƒD V .Z/ for
some subspace V �W . By definition, any primitive lattice is integral.

As usual, we say that a subspace V �W is defined over Q if it is defined by some
linear equations with rational coefficients (using the coordinates in the preferred base).
It is easy to see that V is defined over Q if and only if it is spanned by its Z–support.

Suppose V1;V2 are subspaces of W defined over Q, and f W V1! V2 is a C–linear
map. We say that f is integral if f .V .Z/

1
/� V

.Z/
2

.

We summarize some well-known properties of volumes of lattices (see eg Bertrand [2]).

Proposition 2.1 Suppose V1;V2 are subspaces of W defined over Q of a based
Hermitian space W and f W V1! V2 is an integral, non-zero C–linear map. Then

vol.V1CV2/� vol.V1/ vol.V2/;(5)

vol.kerf / volŒf .V .Z/
1

/�D det0.f / vol.V1/:(6)

For a detailed discussion of (6) and its generalizations to lattices in ZŒZn�, see Raimbault
[16].

3 Regulator, homology torsion and Ray–Singer torsion

In this section we explain the relation between the homology torsion and the combina-
torial Ray–Singer torsion. Proposition 3.1 of this section will be used in the proof of
main theorems.

Throughout this section we fix a finitely generated based free Z–complex E

0!Em
dm�1
�! Em�1

dm�1
�! Em�2 �! � � �

d2
�!E1

d1
�!E0! 0:

Define a Hermitian product on Ek˝Z C such that the preferred base is an orthonormal
base. Now Ek ˝Z C becomes a based Hermitian space.

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 13 (2013)
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We use the notation

Zk D ker dk ; Bk D Im dkC1; Bk D .Bk ˝Z C/\Ek :

Let d�
k
W Ek�1!Ek be adjoint of dk and Dk W Ek !Ek be defined by

Dk D d�k dk C dkC1d�kC1:

3.1 Ray–Singer torsion and homology torsion

Define the Ray–Singer torsion and the homology torsion of E by

�RS .E/D
Y
k

�

det0.dk/ 2RC;

�H .E/D
�Y

k

�

jtorZ.Hk.E//j
��1

:

Remark 3.1 The Ray–Singer torsion and the homology torsion can be defined through
the classical Reidemeister torsion as follows.

Let zhk be an orthonormal basis of ker.Dk/˝Z CDHk.E˝Z C/. With the bases fzhkg

of the homology of E˝ZC , one can define the Reidemeister torsion �R.E˝ZC; fzhkg/,
defined up to signs (see eg Turaev [21]). It is not difficult to show that

�RS .E/D
ˇ̌
�R.E ˝Z C; fzhkg/

ˇ̌
:

Both Bk and Zk are primitive lattices in Ek , and Bk �Zk . There is a collection hk

of elements of Zk �Ek that descend to a basis of the group Zk=Bk , the free part of
Hk.E/. Since hk is a basis of Hk.E˝ZC/, the Reidemeister torsion �R.E˝ZC; fhkg/

is defined. It is not difficult to prove the following generalization of the Milnor–Turaev
formula [14; 21]:

�H .E/D j�R.E ˝Z C; fhkg/j:

3.2 Regulators

By definition, Hk.E/ D Zk=Bk . The Z–torsion of Hk.E/ is Bk=Bk , and the free
part Hk.E/free is isomorphic to Zk=Bk . For this reason, we define the volume
vol.Hk.E/free/ to be

Rk.E/ WD
vol.Zk/

vol.Bk/
:

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 13 (2013)
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Here we follow the notation of [1], where Rk is called the regulator. Using Identity
(6), one can prove (see [1, Formula 2.2.4])

(7) �RS .E/D �H .E/
�Y

k

�

Rk.E/
�
:

We will use the following estimate of the regulator.

Proposition 3.1 Let zRk WD vol.ker Dk/. For every k , one has

zRk �Rk �
1

zRk

:

Proof Let W be the orthogonal complement of Bk˝ZC in Zk˝ZC and pW Zk˝Z

C!W be the orthogonal projection. Then

Rk D vol.p.Zk//:

By Hodge theory (for finitely generated Z–complexes),

ker.Dk/DEk \W DW .Z/:

It follows that ker.Dk/� p.Zk/, and hence vol.p.Zk//� vol.ker.Dk//, or

(8) Rk �
zRk :

By [2, Proposition 1(ii)],

(9) Rk D
vol.Zk/

vol.Bk/
D
Œ.W \Z�

k
/ WZk �

zRk

;

where Z�
k

is the Z–dual of Zk in Zk˝Z C under the inner product. Note that Z�
k

is
also the orthogonal projection of Ek onto Zk ˝Z C .

Since the numerator of (9) is � 1, we have Rk � 1= zRk , which, together with (8),
proves the proposition.

4 Abelian groups, algebraic subgroups of .C�/n and torsion
points

We review some facts about representation theory of finite abelian groups in Section 4.1
and the theory of torsion points on rational algebraic sets (a simple version of Manin–
Mumford principle) in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
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4.1 Decomposition of the group ring of a finite abelian group

Suppose A is a finite abelian group. The group ring CŒA� is an A–module (the
regular representation) and is a C–vector space of dimension jAj. Equip CŒA� with
a Hermitian product so that A is an orthonormal basis. This makes CŒA� a based
Hermitian space, with ZŒA� the fundamental lattice.

Let yADHom.A;C�/, known as the Pontryagin dual of A, be the group of all characters
of A. Here C� is the multiplicative group of non-zero complex numbers. We have
j yAj D jAj.

The theory of representations of A over C is easy: CŒA� decomposes as a direct sum
of mutually orthogonal one-dimensional A–modules:

(10) CŒA�D
M
�2 yA

Ce�;

where e� is the idempotent

(11) e� D
1

jAj

X
a2A

�.a�1/a:

The vector subspaces Ce� are not only orthogonal with respect to the Hermitian
structure, but also orthogonal with respect to the ring structure in the sense that e� e�0D

0 if �¤ �0 . Each Ce� is an ideal of the ring CŒA�.

From the trace identity (see eg Serre [19, Section 2.4]) we have, for every a 2A,

(12)
X
�2 yA

�.a/D

�
0 if a¤ e;

jAj if a¤ e:

Here e 2A is the trivial element.

4.2 Algebraic subgroups of .C�/n and lattices in Zn

4.2.1 Algebraic subgroups of .C�/n An algebraic subgroup of .C�/n is a subgroup
that is closed in the Zariski topology.

For a lattice ƒ, ie, a subgroup ƒ of Zn , not necessarily of maximal rank, let G.ƒ/ be
the set of all z2Cn such that zkD 1 for every k2ƒ. Here for kD .k1; : : : ; kn/2Zn

and zD .z1; : : : ; zn/ 2 .C�/n we set zk D
Q

i z
ki

i .

It is easy to see that G.ƒ/ is an algebraic subgroup. The converse holds true: Every
algebraic subgroup is equal to G.ƒ/ for some lattice ƒ; see Schmidt [18]. If ƒ is
primitive, then G.ƒ/ is connected, and in this case it is called a torus.

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 13 (2013)
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4.2.2 Automorphisms of .C�/n An example of a torus of dimension l is the stan-
dard l –torus T D .C�/l � 1n�l � .C�/n , which is G.„n�l/, where

„n�l D f.k1; : : : ; kn/ 2 Zn
j k1 D � � � D kl D 0g:

The following trick shows that each torus is isomorphic to the standard torus. For
details, see [18].

For matrix K 2 GLn.Z/ with entries .Kij /
n
i;jD1

, one can define an automorphism
'K of .C�/n by

'K .z1; z2; : : : ; zn/D

� nY
jD1

z
K1j
j ;

nY
jD1

z
K2j
j ; : : : ;

nY
jD1

z
Knj
j

�
:

For any lattice ƒ � Zn , 'K .G.ƒ// D G.K.ƒ//. When ƒ is a primitive lattice of
rank n� l , there is K 2 GLn.Z/ such that K.ƒ/ D „n�l . Then 'K .G.ƒ// is the
standard l –torus.

4.2.3 Algebraic subgroups and character groups Fix generators t1; : : : ; tn of Zn .
We will write Zn multiplicatively and use the identification ZŒZn�D ZŒt˙1

1
; : : : ; t˙1

n �.

Suppose � � Zn is a lattice. Every element z 2 G.�/ defines a character �z of the
quotient group A� WD Zn=� via

�z.t
k1

1
� � � tkn

n /D zk; where kD .k1; : : : ; kn/:

Conversely, every character of A� arises in this way. Thus one can identify G.�/ with
the Pontryagin dual yA� via z! �z .

We will write ez for the idempotent e�z , and the decomposition (10), with � having
maximal rank, now becomes

(13) CŒA� �D
M

z2G.�/

C ez:

4.3 Torsion points in Q–algebraic sets

4.3.1 Torsion points With respect to the usual multiplication, C� WDC n f0g is an
abelian group, and so is the direct product .C�/n . The subgroup of torsion elements
of C� , denoted by U , is the group of roots of unity, and Un is the torsion subgroup
of .C�/n .

If � � Zn is a lattice of maximal rank, then G.�/ is finite, and G.�/�Un .
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4.3.2 Torsion points and torsion coset A torsion coset is any set of the form z G.ƒ/,
where z 2Un and ƒ� Zn is primitive, ie, G.ƒ/ is a torus.

Suppose Z �Cn . A torsion coset X �Z is called a maximal torsion coset in Z if it
is not a proper subset of any torsion coset in Z .

The following fact, known as the Manin–Mumford theory for torsion points, is well
known; see Laurent [8] and Schmidt [18].

Proposition 4.1 [8] Suppose Z � Cn is an algebraic closed set defined over Q.
There are in total only a finite number of maximal torsion cosets Xj �Z , j D 1; : : : ; q .
A torsion point z 2Un belongs to Z if and only if z 2Xj for some j , ie,

(14) Z \Un
D

q[
jD1

.Xj \Un/:

Remark 4.1 The theory of torsion points in algebraic sets was first used in Clair
and Whyte [3] to study the growth of the free parts of homology groups in abelian
coverings.

4.3.3 Q–closure Let Gal.C=Q/ be the set of all field automorphisms of C . For zD
.z1; : : : ; zn/, a Galois conjugate of z is any point of the form �.z/D.�.z1/; : : : ; �.zn//,
where � 2 Gal.C=Q/.

Suppose X �Cn . Define the Q–closure of X by

clQ.X / WD
[

�2Gal.C=Q/

�.X /:

If X �Z , where Z �Cn is an algebraic set defined over Q, then clQ.X /�Z .

If z2Un is a torsion point, then the Q–closure of fzg, also denoted by clQ.z/, consists
of a finite number of torsion points. One can prove that if torsion order of z is k , then
jclQ.z/j D �.k/, where � is the Euler totient function, though we do not need this
result.

Lemma 4.2 Let X � .C�/n be a torsion coset. Then there exists a torsion point
u 2Un and a primitive lattice ƒ� Zn such that

clQ.X /D
G

z2clQ.u/

z G.ƒ/:

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 13 (2013)
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Proof By definition, there is a torus T of dimension l and a torsion point u0 such
that X D u0T . Using an automorphism as described in Section 4.2.2, we can assume
that T is the standard l –torus, T WD .C�/l � 1n�l . Let u 2 Un be the point whose
first l –coordinates are 1, and the j th coordinate is the same as that of u0 for j > l .
Alternatively, u is the only intersection point of X and 1l ˝ .C�/n�l .

Then u T D u0 T DX . Any Galois conjugate of u is in 1l˝ .C�/n�l . If z; z0 are two
distinct Galois conjugates of u, then z�1z0 2 1l ˝ .C�/n�l , and hence z�1z0 62G.ƒ/.
It follows easily that clQ.X /D clQ.u T /D

F
z2clQ.u/ z T .

5 A growth rate estimate

In this section we prove Proposition 5.4, establishing a crucial growth estimate of
volumes of subspaces depending on a torsion coset X and a lattice � �Zn of maximal
rank.

5.1 Settings and notations

Throughout this section fix a torsion coset X � .C�/n , X ¤ .C�/n , and a k� l matrix
D with entries in ZŒZn�D ZŒt˙1

1
; : : : ; t˙1

n �.

By right multiplication, we consider D as a CŒZn�–morphism

(15) DW CŒZn�k !CŒZn�l :

Suppose � �Zn is a lattice of maximal rank. In what follows we fix X;D but vary � .

Let A D A� WD Zn=� , a finite abelian group. Equip CŒA� with the structure of a
based Hermitian space as in Section 4.1. The fundamental lattice of CŒA� is ZŒA�.

The map D in (15) descends to an integral CŒA�–morphism

D� W CŒA�k !CŒA�l :

By Lemma 4.2, there is a primitive lattice ƒ�Zn and a torsion point u2Un such that

(16) clQ.X /D
rG

jD1

uj G.ƒ/;

where fuj ; j D 1 : : : ; rg is the set of all Galois conjugates of u. Since X ¤ .C�/n , ƒ
is not the trivial group, ƒ¤ f0g.

Let B D B�;ƒ WD .�Cƒ/=� . Then B is a subgroup of AD Zn=� .
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5.2 Decomposition of D� and norm of D�

Recall that yADG.�/ and we have the decomposition (13) of A–module

CŒA�D
M
z2 yA

Cez:

For each z 2 yADG.�/, D induces a CŒA�–map

D.z/W .Cez/
k
! .Cez/

l :

Here D.z/ is simply the k � l matrix with entries in C , obtained by evaluating D at
z. (Recall that each entry of D is a Laurent polynomial in n variables, and one can
evaluate such a Laurent polynomial at any point z 2 .C�/n .) We have:

D� D
M
z2 yA

D.z/

It follows that:
kD�k Dmax

z2 yA
kD.z/k

It is easy to see that the norm of any k � l matrix is less than or equal to kl times the
sum of the absolute values of all the entries.

For a Laurent polynomial f 2 ZŒZn� let the `1 –norm of f be the sum of the absolute
values of all the coefficients of f . Let kDk1 be the sum of the `1 –norms of all of its
entries. Then we have kD.z/k � klkDk1 because each component of z has absolute
value 1. Thus we have the following uniform upper bound for D� :

(17) kD�k � klkDk1

5.3 Integral decomposition of D� along X

For each z 2G.�/, the 1–dimensional vector space Cez is in general not defined over
Q. However, its Q–closure is defined over Q.

Consider the following CŒA�–submodule ˛.�;X / of CŒA�:

˛.�;X / WD
M

z2 yA\clQ.X /

Cez �CŒA�D
M
z2 yA

Cez

Since the set yA\clQ.X / is closed under Galois conjugations, ˛.�;X / is defined over
Q. The orthogonal complement of ˛.�;X / is:

˛?.�;X / WD
M

z2 yAnclQ.X /

Cez
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We have CŒA�D ˛.�;X /˚˛?.�;X /, and each of f˛.�;X /; ˛?.�;X /g is an ideal
of CŒA�, or an A–subspace of CŒA�.

The A–morphism D� restricts to A–morphisms

D�;X W ˛.�;X /k ! ˛.�;X /l and D?�;X W .˛
?.�;X //k ! .˛?.�;X //l ;

which are integral. We have D� DD�;X ˚D?
�;X

.

5.4 Projection onto ˛�;X

Lemma 5.1 If G.�/\X ¤∅, then

(18) dimC.˛�;X /D r jAj=jBj

and the orthogonal projection from CŒA� onto ˛�;X is given by the idempotent

(19) NX WD
1

jBj

rX
jD1

X
b2B

uj .b
�1/b:

Proof Since yADG.�/ is defined over Q, if it intersects X , then it intersects every
component uj G.ƒ/ of the decomposition (16) of clQ.X /. Let u0j 2G.�/\uj G.ƒ/.
Since G.ƒ/ is a subgroup of .C�/n and u0j 2 uj G.ƒ/, we have uj G.ƒ/D u0j G.ƒ/

and

(20) u�1
j u0j 2G.ƒ/:

Since G.�/ is a subgroup and u0j 2G.�/, we have G.�/D u0j G.�/, and hence

G.�/\uj G.ƒ/D u0j ŒG.�/\G.ƒ/�D u0j ŒG.�Cƒ/�:

From the above identity and the decomposition (16) we have

(21) G.�/\ clQ.X /D
rG

jD1

u0j ŒG.�Cƒ/�:

Let s D jAj=jBj, which is the cardinality of the quotient group A=B D Zn=.�Cƒ/.
Then jG.�Cƒ/j D s , since G.�Cƒ/ is the Pontryagin dual of A=BDZn=.�Cƒ/.
From (21) we have j yA\ clQ.X /j D rs . Hence dimC.˛�;X /D rs D r jAj=jBj. This
proves (18).

For each element of the quotient group A=B choose a lift in A, and denote by C the
set of all such lifts. We assume that the chosen lift of the trivial element is e . Then

AD fbc j b 2 B; c 2 C g:
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From (12), for every c 2 C ,

(22)
X

z2G.�Cƒ/

z.c/D
�

0 if c ¤ e;

jC j if c D e:

Recall that for z 2 yADG.ƒ/, ez is an idempotent in CŒA�, and ezez0 D 0 if z¤ z0 . It
follows that the projection onto ˛�;X is given by NX D

P
z2 yA\clQ.X /

ez .

Using (11), we have

NX D
1

jAj

X
z2 yA\clQ.X /

X
a2A

z.a�1/a

D
1

jAj

X
z2 yA\clQ.X /

X
b2B

X
c2C

z.b�1c�1/bc

D
1

jBjjC j

X
z2 yA\clQ.X /

�X
b2B

z.b�1/b

��X
c2C

z.c�1/c

�

D
1

jBjjC j

rX
jD1

X
z2G.�Cƒ/

�X
b2B

z.b�1/u0j .b
�1/b

��X
c2C

z.c�1/u0j .c
�1/c

�
by (21)

D
1

jBjjC j

rX
jD1

X
z2G.�Cƒ/

�X
b2B

u0j .b
�1/b

��X
c2C

z.c�1/u0j .c
�1/c

�
because z.b�1/D 1

D
1

jBjjC j

rX
jD1

�X
b2B

u0j .b
�1/b

� X
z2G.�Cƒ/

X
c2C

z.c�1/u0j .c
�1/c

D
1

jBj

rX
jD1

X
b2B

u0j .b
�1/ b by (22)

D
1

jBj

rX
jD1

X
b2B

uj .b
�1/ b by (20):

This completes the proof of the lemma.

5.5 Upper bound for the volume of ˛�;X

Lemma 5.2 One has:

(23) vol.˛�;X /� .r jBj/r jAj=jBj
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Proof We assume that G.�/\X ¤∅, because otherwise ˛�;X D0, and the statement
is trivial.

From (19),

jBjNX D

X
b2B

� rX
jD1

uj .b
�1/

�
b 2 ZŒB�:

If a 2A, then from (19) we have

jBjNX aD

rX
jD1

X
b2B

uj .b
�1/ ba:

Because kuj .b
�1/ bak D 1, we see that jBjNX a has length � r jBj.

By Lemma 5.1, ˛.�;X / has dimension rs . Since A spans CŒA� and NX is the projec-
tion onto ˛�;X , the set fNX a j a 2Ag spans ˛�;X . Hence, there are a1; : : : ; ars 2A

such that fNX aj ; j D 1; : : : ; rsg is a basis of the vector space ˛�;X . Since jBjNX aj 2

ZŒA� is integral, vol.˛�;X / is less than or equal to the volume of the parallelepiped
spanned by fjBjNX aj ; j D 1; : : : ; rsg. The length of each jBjNX aj is at most r jBj.
It follows that vol.˛/� .r jBj/rs D .r jBj/r jAj=jBj .

5.6 Growth of jB j

The following statement has been used in [9]. This is the place we use the assumption
h�i !1 and ƒ¤ 0.

Lemma 5.3 Suppose ƒ is a non-trivial lattice. Then

(24) lim
h�i!1

jBj D1:

Proof For the length of x 2� DZn (in the definition of h�i) we will use the standard
metric jxj derived from the Hermitian structure.

Fix an element x 2 ƒ, x ¤ 0, and look at the degree of x in B D .ƒC �/=� . If
M jxj < h�i for some positive integer M , then M jxj does not belong to � by the
definition of h�i, and hence M x is not 0 in B D .ƒC�/=� . This means the cyclic
subgroup of B generated by x has order at least h�i=jxj. It follows that jBj� h�i=jxj.
Hence limh�i!1 jBj D1.
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5.7 Growth of ker.D�;X /

Proposition 5.4 For a fixed torsion coset X � .C�/n and a k � l matrix D with
entries in ZŒZn�, we have

lim
h�i!1;jZnW�j<1

ln
�
vol.ker.D�;X //

�
jZn W �j

D 0:

Proof To simplify notation we will write ˛ D ˛�;X . By (6),

vol.kerD�;X / vol.ImD.Z/
�;X

/D det0D�;X .vol.˛//k :

Because vol.ImD.Z/
�;X

/� 1, we have:

vol.kerD�;X /� det0D�;X .vol.˛//k

� kD�;X kdim.˛/ .vol.˛//k by (4)

� kD�;X kr jAj=jBj.r jBj/kr jAj=jBj by (18) and (23)

Since D�;X is a restriction of D� on a subspace, we have

kD�;X k � kD�k � klkDk1;

where the second inequality is (17).

It follows that
vol.kerD�;X /�

�
kl kDk1 .r jBj/k

�r jAj=jBj
;

and

(25)
ln
�
vol.ker.D�;X //

�
jAj

�
r ln

�
kl kDk1 .r jBj/k

�
jBj

:

Because jBj ! 1 as h�i ! 1 by (24), the right hand side of (25) goes to 0 as
h�i !1.

6 Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2

It is clear that Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2 and Identity (7). We will prove
Theorem 2 in this section.
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6.1 Preliminaries

Recall that C is a finitely generated based free ZŒZn�–complex

0! Cm
@m
�! Cm�1

@m�1
�! Cm�2 �! � � �

@2
�! C1

@1
�! C0! 0:

Using the bases of Cj ’s we identify Cj with ZŒZn�bj and @j with a bj � bj�1 matrix
with entries in ZŒZn�D ZŒt˙1

1
; : : : ; t˙1

n �.

For f D
P

aj gj 2ZŒZn�, where aj 2Z and gj 2Zn , let f � D
P

aj g�1
j . If f acts

on `2.Zn/, the Hilbert space with basis Zn , by multiplication, then f � is the adjoint
operator of f . As usual, for a matrix O D .Oij / with entries in ZŒZn�, let the adjoint
O� be defined by .O�/ij D .Oji/

� .

According to the assumption of Theorem 2,

(26) Hk.C˝ZŒZn� F /D 0;

where F is the fractional field of ZŒZn�. Let

DD @�k@k C @kC1@
�
kC1W Ck ! Ck :

Then (26) is equivalent to the fact that D is an injective map, or that det.D/¤ 0. Here
det.D/ is the usual determinant of a square matrix with entries in a commutative ring.
In our case det.D/ is a Laurent polynomial in t1; : : : ; tn .

Let Z be the zero set of the Laurent polynomial det.D/, ie, ZDfz2Cn j det.D/.z/D
0g. In other words, Z is the set of z 2Cn such that the square matrix D.z/ is singular.
Since det.D/¤ 0, Z is not the whole Cn .

For every subgroup � � Zn , D induces a map D� W CŒA�bk ! CŒA�bk , where AD

Zn=� .

6.2 Growth of vol.ker.D� //

Proposition 6.1 In the above setting, we have

(27) lim
h�i!1;j�W�j<1

lnŒvol.ker.D�//�
j� W �j

D 0:

Proof By Proposition 4.1, there are in total a finite number of maximal torsion cosets
Xj �Z , sets j D 1; : : : ; q , and

Z \Un
D

q[
jD1

.Xj \Un/:
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Since Z ¤Cn , none of the lattices associated to the torsion cosets Xj is trivial.

Because Z is defined over Q, any Galois conjugate of Xj is also a maximal torsion
coset in Z , ie, among fX1; : : : ;Xqg.

Since G.�/�Un , one has

Z \G.�/D .Z \Un/\G.�/D

q[
jD1

.Xj \Un/\G.�/D

q[
jD1

.Xj \G.�//:

Because the Galois conjugates of the Xj are among the Xj , we also have

(28) Z \G.�/D

q[
jD1

.clQ.Xj /\G.�//:

Let
˛ WD

M
z2G.�/\Z

Cez; ˛? WD
M

z2G.�/nZ

Cez:

Then CŒA� D ˛˚ ˛? , and each of f˛; ˛?g is an A–subspace of CŒA�. The linear
operator D� restricts to

D�;˛W ˛bk ! ˛bk and D?�;˛W .˛
?/bk ! .˛?/bk ;

and
D� DD�;˛˚D?�;˛;

where

(29) D�;˛ D
M

z2G.�/\Z

D.z/; D?�;˛ D
M

z2G.�/nZ

D.z/:

When z 62Z , D.z/ is non-singular. It follows that D?
�;˛

is non-singular. Hence:

(30) ker.D�/D ker.D�;˛/

D

M
z2G.�/\Z

ker.D.z// by (29)

D

qX
jD1

� M
z2clQ.Xj /\G.�/

ker.D.z//
�

by (28)

From (28) we have

˛ D

qX
jD1

� M
z2G.�/\clQ.Xj /

Cez

�
D

qX
jD1

˛.�;Xj /;
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where ˛.�;Xj / is defined as in Section 5.3. One also has

(31) ker.D�;Xj
/D

M
z2G.�/\clQ.Xj /

ker.D.z//:

From (30) and (31), one has

ker.D�/D
qX

jD1

ker.D�;Xj
/:

Hence, by (5),

vol.ker.D�//�
qY

jD1

vol.ker.D�;Xj
//:

Now (27) follows from the above inequality and Proposition 5.4.

6.3 Proof of Theorem 2

Applying Proposition 3.1 to the Z–complex E D C� , we get

vol.ker.D�//�Rk.C�//�
1

vol.ker.D�//
:

Thus we have
ln.vol.ker.D�///
jZn W �j

�
ln.Rk.C�//
jZn W �j

� �
ln.vol.ker.D�///
jZn W �j

:

By Proposition 6.1, the limits of the two boundary terms, when h�i !1 and jZn W

�j<1, are 0. Hence we also have

lim
h�i!1;
jZnW�j<1

ln.Rk.�//

jZn W �j
D 0:

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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